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Prediction for Z-mass is a crucial test of the standard model
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Abstract. In schemes with one W boson and two Z-bosons (mediating the charged
and neutral current interactions involving ordinary fermions) based on the direct
product and simple groups, SU(2) × U(I) x u'(l) and G × U(1) (G is a simple group
of rank two), the following two questions are discussed. (1) What are the necessary
and sufficient conditions for minimal reducibility of the effective four-fermion neutral
current interaction (involving v~-hadron, electron-hadron and yr.-electron sectors) to
the corresponding prediction of the standard model? (2) In what way are the masses
of the two Z-~'osons constrained relatixe to the mass of the neutral boson of standard
moael? The answers to these questiors are given first by keeping the underlying
Higgs structure, responsible for gauge-boson (and fermion) mass generation, completely arbitrary (called Higgs-indeFendent case) and then by making a specific choice
for the Higgs structure resulting in a natura! mass relation for the W and Z-bosons
2
that is an exact counterpart to Mw(s)= Mz(s)seC 0 w for the standard model (called
Higgs-dependent case). The distinction lzet~cen these two cases is brought out
clearly as also that Izetween the direct product and simple groups. Whether or not
any assumption is made about the Higgs structure, with eitEer the direct product or
the simple group, it is concluded that in general there is a Z-boson lighter than the
neutral boson of the standard model.
Keywords. Standard model; direct product group: simple group; Higgs-indeper.dent
case ; Higgs-dependent case; reducibility ; Z-mass.

1. Introduction and s u m m a r y of what follows

The m o t i v a t i o n f o r this w o r k is the recent w o r k o f M e n d e z (1979) w h o h a s g i v e n
necessary-sufficient c o n d i t i o n s for a g e n e r a l e x t e n d e d g a u g e - g r o u p (g.g.) s c h e m e t o
r e p r o d u c e t h e n e u t r a l c u r r e n t (n.c.) p r e d i c t i o n s o f the s t a n d a r d m o d e l ( W e i n b e r g 1967 ;
S a l a m 1968; G l a s h o w et al 1970) in n e u t r i n o - h a d r o n a n d e l e c t r o n - h a d r o n s e c t o r s ,
without making any assumption whatsoever about the underlying Higgs structure
r e s p o n s i b l e f o r t h e m a s s g e n e r a t i o n o f g a u g e b o s o n s a n d f e r m i o n s , as a c o n s e q u e n c e
o f w h i c h m a s s e s o f n e u t r a l b o s o n s (n.b.) are c o n s t r a i n e d relative to t h e m a s s o f t h e
n e u t r a l b o s o n o f t h e s t a n d a r d m o d e l . T h e r e is at least o n e n e u t r a l b o s o n ( w h i c h
p a r t i c i p a t e s in w e a k i n t e r a c t i o n s i n v o l v i n g o r d i n a r y f e r m i o n s ) l i g h t e r t h a n Z - b o s o n
o f s t a n d a r d m o d e l a n d a t least o n e h e a v i e r (referred t o in t h e f o l l o w i n g as t h e t h e o r e m
p r o v e d b y M e n d e z ) . I t is o f interest to give t h e s i m p l e s t p o s s i b l e i l l u s t r a t i o n o f t h e
t h e o r e m p r o v e d b y M e n d e z in o r d e r to u n d e r s t a n d w h y it is c r u c i a l t o i n c l u d e electr o n - h a d r o n s e c t o r s i m u l t a n e o u s l y w i t h n e u t r i n o - h a d r o n for r e p r o d u c i n g t h e l o w Q"
p h e n o m e n o l o g y o f t h e s t a n d a r d m o d e l , w h e n the u n d e r l y i n g H i g g s s t r u c t u r e is k e p t
c o m p l e t e l y a r b i t r a r y . It is also o f interest to study w h a t differences f r o m t h e a b o v e
can e m e r g e o n m a k i n g a specific choice f o r Higgs s t r u c t u r e in s o m e s c h e m e b a s s e d o n
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relatively simple extended g.g. With this motivation in mind, the following two
questions (1) and (2) are discussed within the framework of elementary schemes based
on G×U(1), where G is a simple group of rank two (called simple group in the
following), and SU(2)×U(1)×u'(1), the direct product group. Each of these
schemes has a single charged boson, W *, and two n.b., Z 1a n d Z 2, which mediate weak
interactions involving ordinary (or light) fermions. On equating the masses of charged
boson in the standard model and the above schemes, the strengths of their charged
current (c.c) interactions can be made to tally. The questions are,
(1) What are the necessary and sufficient conditions for minimal reducibility (of the
effective four-fermion n.c. interaction involving neutrino-hadron, electron-hadron
and neutrino-electron sectors) to (the corresponding prediction of) the standard
model ? By minimal reducibility is to be understood reducibility of such n.c. sectors
(out of the three neutrino-hadron, electron-hadron and neutrino-electron sectors) as
must at least be included in order to state both the necessary and sufficient conditions
for their reducibility.
(2) In what way are the masses of the two Z-bosons, Mzl and MZ, constrained
relative the mass, Mz(S),of the Z-boson of the standard model ? A distinction is drawn
between when the underlying Higgs structure is kept completely arbitrary (called the
Higgs-independent case) and when a specific choice for the Higgs structure is made
(called the Higgs-dependent case). The whole point of the following discussion is to
show that whereas these two cases lead to different answers to question (1) (i.e. in the
former case, minimal reducibility includes reducibility of electron-hadrort sector
simultaneously with that of neutrino-hadron sector; in the latter case, a statement
can be given about that of neutrino-hadron sector alone), they both imply (though
for entirely different reasons) essentially the same n.b. mass inequality in answer to
question (2) (i.e. MZ(S)lies between MZIand MZ). These points are now expanded
in the following paragraph.
The effective weak and electromagnetic g.g. of the (full) simple group is an
SU(2)× U(1)x U'(1) type of group with two independent coupling constants. A
unified treatment for this and the direct product group with three independent
coupling constants is given in § 3. The generator associated with U(1) factor Y is
defined as twice the charge generator Q~, minus the third component of isospin, Ta.
The field combination orthogonal to photon defined as, (gWa~--g'CZ)/(g~-q-g'2)
½
(which tallies with the corresponding definition of Z-boson in the standard model),
where 2g and g' are coupling constants of SU(2) and U(1) factors respectively and Waz
and C t" are gauge fields associated with Ta and Y respectively, is a linear combination
of the fields Z 1 and Z 2 which diagonalise the neutral boson mass matrix. This
unified treatment for the direct product and simple g.g. serves to draw a clear-cut
distinction between the Higgs-independent and Higgs-dependent cases.
To begin with, the Higgs-independent case is discussed (§ 3.1) which serves as the
simplest conceivable illustration of the general work of Mendez. The price paid for
the assumed arbitrariness in Higgs structure is that no statement can be made about
the reducibility of neutrino-hadron sector alone: in order that the sufficiencyconditions
for reducibility be also the necessary conditions, it is crucial that (at least) the neutrinohadron sector and the electron-hadron sector are simultaneously reducible to (the
corresponding sectoro of) standard model. Whereas there is every piece of evidence
(from model-independent analyses) in favour of the neutrino-hadron sector of the
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standard model, the experimental evidence for (parity-violating) electron-hadron
sector of the standard model is at present not so satisfactory. It is of considerable
interest, therefore, to state the necessary and sufficient conditions for reducibility to
the standard model of neutrino-hadron sector alone. This is done in § 3.2 where the
Higgs-dependent case is considered. With the specific choice for Higgs structure,
the coefficient of Z ~ Z t, in the neutral boson mass matrix is related to that of WW t in
charged boson mass-matrix in exactly the same way as they are related in the standard
model. Moreover, this is a natural mass relation (following the terminology given
by Georgi and Pals 1974) connecting the neutral and charged boson sectors, because
this does not obtain by ad hoc adjustment of the nonvanishing vacuum expectation
values (v.e.v) of the neutral fields. In showing the sufficiency and necessity of the
conditions for reducibility of neutrino-hadron sector in the Higgs-dependent case,
this natural mass relation plays a pivotal role in making equal the numerical strength
of n.c. and c.c. interactions (i.e. equal to G/V'2 where G is Fermi constant.) Thus in
answer to question (1), the Higgs-independent and dependent cases lead to essentially
different answers, the former merely being an illustration of the general work of
Mendez. As a parenthetical remark, it may be added that the latter case is more
interesting in as much as there exists the possibility of departure from the electronhadron (and neutrino-electron) sector of standard model for which, as said above,
the present experimental evidence is not so conclusive as that for its neutrino-hadron
sector. However, in this work it is only the reducibility to the standard model which
is of interest (see also § 5.3). In answer to question (2), the Higgs-independent and
Higgs-dependent eases imply an essentially the same n.b. mass inequality (according
to which MZ(S) lies in between MZI and MZz) even though there is little in common
in the manner in which this inequality is deduced in these two cases. In the former
case, this follows as a consequence of minimal reducibility (i.e. in answer to question
(1)). In contrast to this in the latter case, this owes directly to the natural mass relation
which reflects the specific group-theoretic representation content of the Higgs structure
responsible for the mass generation o f Z 1, Z~ and W ~, so that, this n.b. mass inequality
follows independently of the answer to question (1) i.e. without using the necessary
and sufficient conditions for reducibility of neutrino-hadron sector (for the simple
group, the answers to these two questions may also be usefully combined to result in
additional restrictions, as is discussed in § 5.3). Of course, the n.b. mass inequality
in the Higgs-independent ea-e is merely the simplest conceivable illustration of the
theorem proved by Mendez. In the Higgs-dependent case, an essentially the same
n.b. mass inequality follows independently of that theorem.
The direct product and simple groups are also treated separately (§ 4) to see whether
or not the necessary and sufficient conditions for the Higgs-independent (8 3.1) and
the Higgs-dependent (§ 3.2) eases can be satisfied over these groups separately. This
separate treatment of direct product and simple groups is given to draw a clear cut
distinction between them. In fact, the conditions given in § 3.1 are not satisfied over
the simple group (§ 4.2), though this is readily possible over the direct product group
(§ 4.1). The conditions stated in § 3.2 can be satisfied over both the groups separately,
with however an essential difference. In ease of the simple group, § 4.3 (direct product
group § 4.4) this may be done in an unnatural (natural) manner by adjusting the mass
ratio M~ /M~r cos z 0 (the Y' assignment of Higgs).
A

V

Th© following points must also be borne in mind.

In discussing the simple group,
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the focus of attention is only the n.c. and c.c. interactions involving ordinary fermions
(and the specific choice of Higgs structure for the natural mass relation connecting
masses of gauge bosons mediating these interactions), but not the fermion mass
generation. The strange and charm quarks being relatively heavier (than up (u) and
down (d) quarks and electron (e)), their contribution to n.c. interaction in the neutrino
and electron sectors is neglected. The Cabibbo mixing is ignored. The neutrino
reactions are taken to be initiated by muon neutrino (vt,).
The plan of the paper is as follows. The notation followed is given in § 2. The
distinction between the Higgs independent and dependent cases is brought out in § 3
and that between the simple and direct product g.g. in § 4. Some small points including the scope of the work are discussed in § 5. The main conclusions are stated in
§6.

2. Preliminaries

For electromagnetic and weak interactions involving only the ordinary fermions (i.e.
four quarks and four leptons), the simple group (G × U ( I ) ) m a y be viewed effectively
as an SU(2)× U(1)×U'(1) type of g.g. with two independent coupling constants.
For this effective weak and electromagnetic g.g. of the simple group and for the
direct product group, a unified treatment is presented in § 3 to make clear cut
distinction between the Higgs-dependertt and Higgs-independent cases. The notation
followed there is set in this brief section. The notation followed in § 4 is explained
there.
Let the set of gauge fields associated with the generators {~T~, Ta~}, (Y~- and ~ Y'~of SU(2), U(I) and U'(1) factors be denoted by ( W , W t, W3~-, (C~- and ( C ' ) respectively, with the corresponding gauge coupling constants being 2g, g' and g". The
gauge boson interaction is written as,
~

-~2(T+ W ~ ~ 7" W t t ' ) - ~ 2 g T 3 W a~ q-' g' Y C ~ ' + g " Y ' C '~ ~b, (1)

where the fermionic gauge multiplet ~b is the direct sum of its left-and right-handed
parts,

The weak hypercharge generator associated with U(1) factor, Y is defined as twice
the difference between electromagnetic charge generator Q~, and the third component
of weak isospin, T3,
Y
- Q~2

r~.

(2)

In order to express in this manner the charge generator, which is given by T.~, plus
a suitable linear combination of the remaining diagonal generators, the coupling
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constants and gauge fields associated with U(1) and U'(1) factors need be transformed
and redefined appropriately. A knowledge of fermionic charge and Ta assignments
fixes their Y assignments. More will be said about their Y' assignments associated
with U'(I) factor in the proper context. It may suffice to add here that the issue of
fermionic Y" assignments has to be discussed separately for the simple and direct
product groups (§ 4).
The photon field is unequivocally defined as,

A~ = V X w w ~ + V ~ w

c~',

(3)

where X w , the mixing parameter, is related to coupling constants g and g' as,

g VXw:

g' V ' l - - X w = ½ V~-~,

(4)

where a is the fine structure constant. A~, couples to ~ Qy ~b with strength X / ~ .
The range of X w merits some discussion. X W is positive definite with its magnitude
neither equal to nor exceeding unity. If g' can be varied independently such that it
can be made arbitrarily large or small compared to g, X w can lie between its full
range of zero and unity, these limits exclusive. In this case X w can be legitimately
replaced by sin s 0 w, the limiting values of 0 ° and 90° for 0 w being excluded. This is
indeed the case with direct product group (§ 4.1). For the simple group (§ 4.3),
however, it is the coupling constant associated with U(I) which can be made arbitrarily
large or small compared to the coupling constant of G. Consequently, when G × U(1)
is viewed as an effective SU(2) × U(1) × U'(1) type of g.g. with the charge generator
defined as the sum of only two generators, it is found that 0 < g'/g < 1/p (see equation
(41)), thereby showing that X w is bounded from above and below as 0 < X w <
1/(1 A-pz). The replacement of X w by sin s 0 w is not permissible for the simple group.
Since the necessary and sufficient conditions for minimal reducibility given in the
following section are applicable both to the direct product and simple groups, X w is
kept as it is.
It is convenient to define the following linear combination of fields which is
orthogonal to photon field•

z" = Vi-

Xw w~ - V'-~w c ~'.

O)

Z is a linear combination of the fields Z 1 and Zz which diagonalise the massive weak
boson mass matrix, unless in case it trivially happens to be an eigenstate. Let,

C'
~=

Z~
(C(t---,X)
x/'~

--

C,X

)

(6)

~/(I- - A)

where A: 1 --A is the Z - - C ' admixture in the pure n.b. eigenstates Z 1 and Za. Here
a distinction must be drawn between the direct product and simple groups (§§ 4.4 and
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4.3). With the former, Z--C' mixing is controlled by nonvanishing vacuum expectation values (v.e.v) of the neutral fields (or in other words, by the parameters of Higgs
potential). Since no crucial adjustment for v.e.v is made in the following, Z--C'
mixing introduces an additional parameter and A can be legitimately replaced by
(sine) 2 of a mixing angle. In contrast, in case of the simple group, A is determined
completely in terms of the gauge coupling constants and p~ (which gives Wn : Wp
admixture), thereby implying that this is not an additional free parameter. The
charged and neutral boson mass matrix is written as,

M W W' W'~ 'k ~ (Zv ~,) [M]
( Mlt
M

C ~'

,

Mla )

=

,

(7)

where M w denotes mass of charged boson W and the n.b. mass matrix is related to
m a s s e s MZt and Mz, of n.b. as,
zl

0

~/-1 M ~ =

~ ,~.
0

(8)

M Zt
a

The effective four-formion n.c interaction is parametrised as,

A =

,
A12

(9)

A~2

where the fermionic currents are,

J~ : ~ ~,~ (Ta - XW Qr) ~,
:

v

r'

0o)

a and b are the fermions for which the gauge multiplet ~b enters, ~ being the direct
sum of its chiral parts. The neutral field combinations Z and C' couple precisely to
Jz and Jy,, with strengths equal to 2g/%/(1-- Xw) and g" respectively. The diagonal
neutral fields Z 1 and Z~ must couple to currents Jt and J~ such that,
2g

Jt~Zx~, + J~Z~ -- V'(I - - g w ) J ~ z v + g"J~Y" C;,

so that,

~/(1 --- XW)

= ~/

•

(11)

(12)
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Since the effective four-fermion interaction is

J~ JI./M'~, + J~ J~/Mk,,
it follows on substitution of (12) into (9) that,
~/-x A ~/

: ~,¢/-1.

(13)

On comparing (8) and (13), the matrices denoted by A and M are seen to be related as,
A = M -x.

(14)

Use is made of this identity in the following section when the Higgs-dependent case
is discussed.

3. Answers to questions (1) and (2)
In this section, answers to questions (1) and (2) are discussed for the Higgs-independent and Higgs-dependent cases. The distinction between these two cases is made
clear. In either case, the results given here are applicable both to the effective weak
and e.m. gauge group of the simple group and te the direct product g.g. These g.g.
are also discussed separately in § 4. Answers to questions (1) and (2) for an arbitrary
Higgs structure (the Higgs-independent case, § 3.1) serve as the simplest conceivable
illustration of the general work of Mendez. The other case (§ 3.2) implies an essentially different answer to question (1), though art essentially the same answer to
question (2) following an entirely different line of reasoning.
3.1 The Higgs-independent case

Statement 1: The necessary and sufficient conditions for reducibility of vt,-hadron
and electron-hadron sectors (of the effective four-fermion n.c. interaction as
parametrised by (9)) to (the corresponding production of) the standard model are,
(a) both the An2 terms and the Az2 term vanish separately in these sectors,
2
(b) An=I/M~:(S ), i.e. strength of A n term is what is expected f r o m standard model.
It is assumed that the fermionic T z and Ta assignments match the corresponding
well-known assignments in the standard model and also that electron-muon universality holds in c.c. and n.c. interactions.
Remarks: In this case minimal reducibility, for which necessary and sufficient
conditions can be given, requires the inclusion of eleetron-hadron sector simultaneously with neutrino-hadron sector. This is the whole point of the demonstration
given below. The electron-hadron sector includes the parity violating as well as
parity-conserving (VV and AA) terms.
Proof." Sufficiency is obvious. The non-trivial part of the assertion is necessity. To
show this, dectron-muon tmiversality is assumed i.e. electron and muon are placed
p.-.~
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sequentially. For left-handed (lh) fermions, let the Y' assignments be denoted by
'YL': Y ' a : YLh and y'v~--

L
¢U

td

te

Similarly, for right-handed (rh) fermions they are denoted as YR, YR and YR"
Consider first the n.c. interaction of neutrino and lh electron with lh hadrons,

(g)211An+AI,
O--Xw)½

[(~
[

y,v~'

4

O--Xw)

½~'J~yp v
2

2 ~W')fiyp (l__ys) u _[_ (__~ + ~.~_W)g~p (1__~5)d]
g

~21[ A

A12 Y'~(_.g"[g)(1--Xw)½](_½+ XW)

+k(1--XW)½} 4[ 11+

~,p(1--y~)e

--I+2Xw

2Xw

J

~yp(l__~,5) u + _

+

g" g
d y P (1--ys)d] + ~6 [(g-)2 Ass y,v~ y,a_~ (1--Xw)½ A12 y,h]
v~, 7P v~, [ft 7p (1--75) u-]-dTp (1--75) d] -~-

g"g

(g")~ Az~ Y'Vt' ya,

]

+ (1--X~)½ A~2 ( - - 1 + 2 Xw) y,h j 7p (1--7'5) e [fi 7p (1--~5) u

+ d ),p (I--75) d].

(15)

For reducibility it is necessary that,
g#

An + -- A12 r 'v, (1--Xw)~-= (1/M~(s)),
g

An + (g"/g)Axs Y'", (l--Xw)½
--1 +2 XW
= (1/M~(s)), XW ~ ½,

(g")2 A22 YLtt y,v~ + (1--XW)½
g g" A12 y'h : 0,
(g#)2 A~2 y'Lh ytv, ~_

g g#

A1~ yth (__ 1+2 XW) : O.

(I--Xw)~

06)
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Since X w cannot be equal to unity, the top pair and the bottom pair of simultaneous
equations cannot be satisfied unless

A12 r,v, = Aa~ y ~ _= As 2 y,Ln r,v,~ = 0, All = (l/Mk(s)).

(17)

(The same is true for the reducibility of the interaction given by equation (15) for the
special case of X w equal to one-half, for which the top-pair of simultaneous equations
(16) gets appropriately modified). This clearly shows the necessity that the interaction
given by (15) receives contribution neither from either of the An2 terms nor f r o m the
An2 term and also that the strength of All term tallies with what is expected from the
standard model.
The n.e. interaction of r.h. electron with l.h. hadrons,

'(1--Xw)½

q_(.~

k 4

g

8 Xw

(g,,)2 A2e y,n Y R-i-

2gg"

(1--Xw)½ Ax2 y,n X

× O ;~P (1 ~t_ y~) e [a (1 -- ~'5) u -t- d(1 -- ~'5) d].

(18)

is reducible provided,
al~ Yj~ = 0,
A2~ y,h y~e = 0,

(19)

where use has been made of equation (17). Similarly the reducibility of n.c. interaction of neutrino and electron with r.h. hadroas leads to,
al~ YJ~

=

A12 Y~

= 0

a = Y'; Y~ = a,, r'; r~ = 0
a,, yje r ;

= a . r;," r.' = 0

(20)

In deriving the last expression of this set, equations (19) have been used. This completes the proof of the necessity of conditions (a) and (b) which, when written explicitly,
are the same as the set of equations (17), (19) and (20), QED.
Having thus answered question (1), the answer to question (2) follows on using,
Alx = (l - - , t ) / M ~

+

(;VM~,),

(21)
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in the condition (b) obtained above. Equation (21) follows from (6) and (13).
Clearly M Z ( S ) lies in between Mz~ and M z , , unless Z happens to be an eigenstate
in which case (~ vanishes and) mass of Z is equal to M z (S) (the mass of C' being
unconstrained). In this way answer to question (2) is intimately connected with that
to question (1).
Also discussed in § 5.1, as a corollary to this result, are the additional constraints
which result from the necessity and sufficiency of reducibility o f the (purely leptonic)
neutrino-electron sector simultaneously with the neutrino-hadron and electron-hadron
sectors. In §§ 4.1 and 4.2 the expressions (17), (19) and (20) are also discussed
separately for the direct product and simple g.g.
3.2 The Higgs dependent case
It is assumed* that T 2, T3 assignments for neutrino, up and down quarks tally with
the corresponding well-known assignments in the standard model. The specific
choice for Higgs structuret is responsible for the natural mass relation,
Mn = M~/(1--

XV¢),

(22)

which is an exact counterpart to the natural relation,
M } ( S ) ~- M ~ ( S ) see s 0 W,

(23)

in the standard model. The technical meaning o f ' n a t u r a l ' has been clarified in
§ 1 : the expression (22) (23) follows independently of the precise values of the nonvanishing v.e.v, involved in the mass terms M n and M W2 (M~.(S)~ and MW(S)).2
Statement 2. In answer to question (1), the necessary and sufficient condition(s)
for reducibility o f left-handed (right-handed) neutrino h a d r o n sector is, in the general
case o f A1~#0 (arbitrary mixing),
y , v ~ = _ ( Al~j A2~.)g/g,, ( l _ X w)½ '

(24)

or, equivalently, in the general case of M1z ~ 0,
y,V , __ + (Mx2/Mn)g/g,,(l__Xw)½.

(25)

Proof." Using (14), the equivalence of expressions (24) and (25) is obvious. The
strength o f c.c. interactions tallies with the prediction of standard model when the
masses of charged bosons are equated, i.e. M w - - M w ( s ) ,
and Xw-----sin 2 0 w in the
standard model is replaced by X w in the present case (which amounts to equating
the respective gauge coupling constants). This means that (22) is simply,

Mll --

9.
[ M w ( s ) / (1 -- X W ) = ] M z(s)
~

(26)

*This is indeed the case for the schemes given in §§ 4-3 and 4"4. From a knowledge of the lefthanded fermionic assignments and the specific choice of Higgs structure, the G/SU(2) representation
content of right-handcd fermions is chosen such that they can be given arbitrary masses. As a
result it is found that T~'Rd' e= O.
tAn arbitrary number, of such identical structures may be included without affecting the natural
mass relation given by (22).
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Or equivalently, on using (14),

(AnA2~--AI~)/An = llMJ(m).

(27)

The n.c. interaction of neutrino with left-handed hadrons (i.e. the left-handed neutrino
hadron sector) is given by,

g#t

\((1 - gXW)']~'tr~"L An +--g A,, y,V, (1--X'W)~X](v'~'.l
½ 7P i't~)
× [ ( ~ - - 2 ? ) f~ ~e (1--rs) u + (--~ + ~ ) Jrp (1--n) d]
+ (g")2
A ~ ' - [i - 6 -

1

Y'V~'+ff''AI~" (1 ---Xw)½] ~ypvt~

× [~ 7p (i--n) u + d rp ( l - - n ) d].

(28)

On using (24), the second term in the above expression drops out and, using (27) the
strength of the first term naturally tallies with the prediction of standard model.
Hence the proof for sufficiency of condition expressed by (24) for reducibility of lefthanded neutrino-hadron sector (the right-handed neutrino-hadron sector may be
treated similarly). To show the necessity for condition given by (24) the term

1

[

Mn

2g

~2.jo

\(1-:Tw)½/

z~, J~'

is separated from the four-fermion interaction. The rest of the interaction must
not contribute in the neutrino-hadron sector in order to ensure its reducibility.
Beginning with (14) written out explicitly,

[

/, _

M,,--M,A

det M \--M12
det

Mill'

M = M n M~z--M~2.

(29)

it follows that,
A

=/1//1--"~

det

M ' M n --Mlz Mll

M121

"

The real symmetric matrix in the second term, the determinant for which clearly
2
$
vanishes, must have only one nonvanishing eigenvalue equal to Mlz+M
n.
In fact,
--M12 Mll

M~,

M~, -~- MI~

'

1
v = (Mh + Mh)i tM12 MIU"

(31)
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Substituting (30) and (31) into the expression (9) for the four-fermion interaction,

(I--Xw)½I ~

~fr,.~-

j~t, z~

Mll g"
J ~ q- 2 M12 --(I--Xw)½.
g

J"t~ : - -

det ~r
J~-,,

(32)

in the general case of MI~ # 0 i.e. arbitrary mixing• For reducibility of neutrinohadron sector (a = v , b=h), it is required that the second term makes no contribution, since M1,----MZ(S)~ by (26). Since J" cannot vanish simultaneously for up
and down quarks, this requires that,

j,v~ : O.

(33)

As J z ' = 1/2, (33) is seen to be identical with (24). This completes the proof for necessity. This answers question (1) QED.
Statement 3: In answer to question (2), the masses of neutral bosons are constrained
to lie as,
(34)

MZ1 "< MZ(S) < MZv
in the general case of Ax2 (Mlz) # O.

Proof." From equation (8)

M** = O--x) M'z,+
M,,

=

/TV

a ML,

-a

(35)

On substitution of (35) into (26),

MZ(S)

:-

(1--~)

M ")'

2
Z1 + )~ M Z~

(36)

•
~ equals unity, i.e. the coefficient of
Since the sum of coefficients
of M~z 1and M z~
M~(S},
M~t and M~,~ cannot both lie either above or below M~(S). Furthermore, if Mzl =
Mz(s), then AM~r.=~M~I which contradicts the hypothesis that M,2 does not vanish.
Hence the strict inequality in (34), QED.
The special case of A,2(MI~) ---0is discussed in § 5.2. This completes the discussion
of the Higgs dependent case.
In §§ 4.3 and 4.4 it is discussed how the constraints given by (24) and (25) are
satisfied over the simple and direct product groups.
The distinction between the two cases given above in §§ 3.1 and 3.2 should now be
apparent. They imply essentially different answers to question (1). They both lead
to all essentially the same n.b. mass inequality, though on following entirely different
lines of reasoning. More about this has already been said in § 1.
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4. The direct product and simple groups
In the derivation of the results obtained in the previous section, it is immaterial
whether there are three (i.e. the ease of direct product group) or two (i.e. in ease
of the simple group) independent gauge coupling constants, in as much as all
that matters is an underlying SU (2) × U (1) × U' (1) type of g.g. (hence the unified
treatment given there). When it comes to how the constraints expressed by (17),
(19), (20), (24) and (25) are satisfied, or how the natural mass relation given by (22)
results, a distinction has to be drawn between the direct product and simple groups.
This is done in this section. The discussion of §§ 4.1 and 4.2 is not found in the
paper/preprint by Mendez. (However, as has also been stated in § 3, equations (17),
(19) and (20) are the simplest special case of the general constraints given by Mendez
for reducibility of neutrino-hadron sector simultaneously with electron-hadron
sector). The notation followed in this section is explained side by side.
4.1 The Higgs independent case over direct product group
Recalling the contents of § 2, the charge generator and photon field which couples to
it are defined by equations (2) and (3). From the discussion following (4) and (6),
Xw and h may be legitimately replaced by sin2 0 w a n d sin2 fi, where the angles 0 W
and/3 can in principle lie between 0 and 1 (these bounds exclusive). As has already
been explained, 0 w lies between 0 and 1 because g and g' can be varied independently
and p lies between 0 and 1 because Z - C' mixing is controlled by v.e.v, of neutral
fields for which no ad hoc adjustment is made.
The 1.h. fermions form isodoublets and r.h. fermions isosinglets. In this way,
the fermionic T 2 and T3 assignments are the same as in standard model. The
fermionic Y assignments are determined from their charge and T, assignments.
However, the Y' assignments are left arbitrary. The constraints discussed in the
previous section will now serve to restrict these Y' assignments to some extent.
In the Higgs independent case discussed in this subsection, there is no constraint
on the isospin content of Higgs structure i.e. they can be in isodoublets, isotriplets,
etc. Y' assignment of these Higgs is also arbitrary, with the exception of that for
those isodoublets which couple to fermions (which must equal the difference of left
and right fermionic Y' assignments because Yukawa couplings responsible for mass
are gauge invariant). Consider the equations (17), (19) and (20) obtained in the
previous section

A~j. (1-- ~,)/M~z, +
A~.,. = (;VM}O +

(IM2,),

(1--;91M},,

A,, = [~(i--~)]½( &

&).

(37)

For arbitrary 2t, M z , and M z v these equations can be satisfied only if,
0=

r%

= r

h_
-

e =

rL

(38)
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This means that the 1.h. and r.h. ordinary fermions (i.e. the four quarks and four
leptons) do not couple to C'.
4.2. The Higgs independent ease over simple group
Equations (17), (19) and (20) cannot be satisfied over simple group, as is discussed in
this paragraph. Consider equation (43) which holds as much for this case as for the
Higgs dependent case. Since for any given fermionic multiplet T0 can have certain
discrete values, Y' can also correspondingly assume some discrete values. Hence in
contrast with the direct product case, fermionic Y' assignment is not arbitrary in this
case. Consequently, the vanishing of Y' assignments as required by (38) is not admissible. The Higgs-independent case over simple group cannot illustrate the theorem
proved by Mendez.
In short the distinction between the Higgs-independent case over the direct product
and simple g.g. is just this: the constraints (17) (19) and (20) can be satisfied over the
former g.g. though not over the latter.
4.3. The Higgs dependent case over G × U(1)
Let T O be a diagonal.generator of G which commutes with the SU(2) subgroup (T+,
T_,/'3) of G. As defined in § 2, the l aising and lowering generators of this subgroup
are associated with the charged bosons mediating c.c. interactions between ordinary
fermions. The charge generator is defined as,

Q~, = :r~ + o To + ½ Yo,

(39)

where Yo is the generator associated with U(I). p2 equals 1/3, 1 and 3 for SU(3),
O (5) and G2 respectively. This choice for p~ ensures that any two fermions in a G
multiplet differ in their charges by an integer and that the lowest dimensional fundamental G multiplet has the minimum number of distinct charges (i.e. 2 for SU(3) and
O (5) and 3 for G2).
The photon field which couples to (4zr~)½ ~ Q7 ~bmust unequivocally be given by,
sin 0 \
t

(1 ++ ~"-~- ] + cos 0 B ~',

go sin 0 : go cos 0 : ½ (4~rc~)L

(40)

where Wp and B are the gauge fields associated with the diagonal generators Tp and
Yo respectively. 2go and go denote the gauge coupling constants associoted with G
and U(1) factor. The bottom expression relates the mixing parameter to the coupling
constants.
Connection with the § 2 is now made explicit. Gauge coupling constants of the
underlying effective weak and electromagnetic SU(2)× U(1)x U'(1) type of g.g. are,
g =:--go,
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go g;/[(gd,o), + (ga ]t,
P
--.

t

St

g " = 2 (g;)"/[(go/p) z --{-(go)Z]½.

(41)

The gauge fields associated with U(1) and U'(1) factors are,

CV' = go W~ + (go/P) Bt*/[(go)2 + (g/oP)Z]½,
/

c'~' = (go~p) w t,

£

s

go a"/[(go) = + (go/e)~] t.

(42)

They couple to ~ y~, Y ~b and ~ Yt, y, ~b respectively, where,

Y =2pT

+ Y0

y , = ( P S +C°s" O) T___P_(Qy_T3).
sin 2 0

p

(43)

Comparison of expressions (43) and (3) tor photon field, and using (42) for C t', shows
that

X w = sin s 0/(l+p~).

(44)

For 0 < sin s 0 < 1, Xwlies between 0 the 1/1 + p2 (see discussion following equation
(4)). From now onward a specific choice for Higgs is made. The linear combination
defiined as Z through (5) is expressible as,
z ~' _

cos o
z~,+
P
o) Z~,
(pS+cos2 O)½
(p~-[-cosz

Z~. = cos 0 _W~

+PW~__sinOB~."

(1 + p~)½

z ~ = ( p w ~ - w~,)/O + ps)~.

(45)

In this way, the identification,

a = e~/(e~ + cos' 0)

(46)

is made where (for reasons explained below) Z v and ZA are the diagonal fields. In
contrast with direct product ease, Z--C' mixing (characterised by A: 1 - A) in this case
does not introduce an additional parameter as this is determined solely in terms of
gauge coupling constants (go and g~) and p2.
The (massive) neutral boson sector is naturally diagonal in Z v and ZA, by 'naturally
it is implied that this result is independent of any crucial adjustment of the magnitude'
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of nonvanishing v.e.v. This result as well as the natural mass relation given by (48)
are a direct consequence of the following specific choice for Higgs structure. This
structure consists of two distinct multiplets, one with Yo~O, ~1, and the other with
Y0 5 0 , ~2- In order to explain the symmetry-breaking pattern, U-spin is introduced.
U-spin is art SU(2) subgroup of G the generators of which commute with the charge
generator. In geometrical terms, this means that charge axis is perp.endicular to Uspin (U~) axis, both of which lie in T3-Tp plane. For ~2, which belongs to a fundamental representation of G, the nonvanishing value of Y0 is such that the neutral field
at U-spin singlet position acquires a non-vanishing v.e.v (see figure 1). For ~i, the
neutral fields with U3 = ± 1 (U3 is the third component of U-spirt) acquire arbitrary
v.e.v., but those at the centre do not acquire any v.e.v (see figure 2). ~1(~2) contributes
a term proportional to Z~ZA, (Z~,Zr-~,) in the neutral boson sector, thus making it
naturally diagonal in fields A~, Z~ and Z ~ . Photon is massless.
ZA and ZV be denoted by Mz A and MZ v respectively.

M~v cos 20/M~v~- (1 + p~).

Let the masses of

r2
r2 +/~2
(47)

~,~ denotes the square of modulus of v.e.v, of the neutral field at U-spin singlet
position (Y =~ 0 Higgs). f12 denotes the sum of squares of moduli of v.e.v, of
neutral fields at U3 = ± 1 positions ( Y : 0 Higgs). Hence the natural mass relation,

(48)

M~v cos 2 0 -t- p~ M ZA
2 : (I Jr- p~) M~V

connecting the masses of neutral and charged bosons which mediate n.c. and e.c.
interactions between ordinary fermions. This result is equivalent to (22), as is seen
by using (35), (44) and (46). In other words, the natural mass relation given by (48)
is an exact counterpart to the natural mass relation in the standard model. This

SU(5)

0(5}

G2

Figure I. Group-representation for the Higgs structure denoted by 62. The neutral
fields at the encircled positions develop v.e.v.

SU(Si

O(5)

G2

Figure 2. Group-representation for the Higgs structure denoted by ~bx. Nonvanishing v.e.v, develop only for those neutral fields which lie at the encircled positions,
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assumption was crucial in the derivation of the necessary and sufficient conditions for
minimal reducibility (equations (24) and (25)) and the neutral boson mass inequality
(equation (34)) given in § 3.2. It is straightforward to verify that (24) and (25) can
be satisfied when neutrino is placed in a fundamental G multiplet at a position
such that,

1(;)

T~" = ~ p

1--

,

(49)

and when the relative ,~trength of Z V and Z A mediated interactions (proportional to
l/(M'~v cos ~ 0) and 1/M~A respectively) is set equal to,

1/(Mk~cos~ 0) :I/M~ =

1/p ~-.

(5O)

Equation (49) implies that neutrino (T~'* .......t ½) is placed in an antitriplet, a quartet
and the upper half of a septet in case of SU(3), 0(5) and G2 respectively. Equation
(50) results on equating/32 and ~,2. In addition to the neutral boson mass inequality,
equations (48) and (50) lead to severer constraints on neutral bosom masses. This is
discussed in § 5.3.
4.4. The Higgs dependent case over direct product group
The opening paragraph of § 4.1 is also applicable to this case. What distinguishes
this case from that discussed in § 4.1 is the restriction on the isospin content of Higgs"
here it is assumed that they belong to the isodoublet plus isosinglet representation.
Consequently,

g~v=g~lw,
i

I2,

Mll = g2 sec' Ow ~ I ~i 13,
i
M12 = gg" see O W ~ Y~I ~7, 12

(51)

i
The summation is over all the Higgs isodoublets ~l,

<~l>o--(~')
,o
and Y~ is the Y' assignment for the ith Higgs.

Hence the natural mass relation,

(52)

M n = M~V sec ~ OW.

This holds for arbitrary magnitude of any ~7t- The assumption made in § 3.2,
namely that the natural mass relation is the exact counterpart to that in the standard
model, is validated. Equations (24) and (25) are equivalent to,

r,v~-~ ~ r; , ~ / X
i

~
i

(53)
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This can be satisfied for arbitrary magnitude of each ~71when,

y,v, = rl.

(54)

The Higgs isodoublets all have an identical Y' assignment which matches the Y'
assignment of muonic pair. The necessary and sufficient conditions for reducibility
of neutrino-hadron sector, as given by (25) and (26), have been satisfied in a natural
manner i.e. without any crucial adjustment of the nonvanishing v.e.v. This point is
further elaborated in § 5.3 where the distinction between the Higgs-dependent cases
over simple and direct product groups is also stated.

5. Discussion
The necessary and sufficient conditions for reducibility of purely leptonic sector in
the Higgs independent case and the special case of Ai2 = M12 -- 0, which were not
covered in § 3, are discussed in this section (§§ 5.1 and 5.2 respectively). It is also of
interest (§ 5.3) to compare and contrast the present work with the somewhat related
work done by the author (Soni 1979) and others (Deshpande and lskander 1979).
5.1. Reducibility o f the purely leptonic sector in the Higgs independent case
The necessary and sufficient conditions for reducibility of (semMeptonic) v ~ - h,
electron-hadron and purely leptonic v , - - e sectors include, in addition to (17), (19)
and (20), the constraints,
A22 (y,v0,. = A22 y,v~ y,Re = O.
Since

(55)

A~2 = )~M21 @ (1 --;~) MZ~

is positive definite, it follows from (55) that the 1.h. muonic (electronic) pair does
not couple to C'. The necessary and sufficient conditions are then written as,

All

=

1/M)(s),

A12 YR" = y , v ~ = O,
A12 y,h = A12 Y~U = A12 Y~ = 0,

r ~ r'~ = r~o r~ =

(56)

Y'ReYR=O.
d

More may be said only on making additional assumptions. Since T.~ and Qy dependence are contained in the dependence of fermion coupling to Z, it may be assumed
that,
y~Re = y,v~ = O,
y'Ru = y ~ = y'h.

(57)
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The necessary and sufficient conditions then are simply,

A12 Y'* = 0.

(58)

and that leptons do not couple to C'. The additional assumption of quark-lepton
symmetry implies that quarks do not also couple to C'. No assumption whatever
about the masses MzI and Mz, or about A has been made in drawing these conclusions.
5.2. The special case of no mixing in the Higgs dependent case
The special case of MI~ = A12 -= 0, i.e. no mixing, is possible in a natural manner
when

Y~ = o,

(59)

for each Higgs doublet (see (51)) in case of the direct product group. For the simple
group, it is impossible to suppress mixing naturally.
In answer to question (1), in this special case, the vanishing of the product of Y'
assignments of neutrino and hadrons (both 1.h. and r.h.) is necessary and sufficient
for reducibility of neutrino-hadron sector. In answer to question (2), in this special
case, either MZ equals MZ(S) (with mass of C' unconstrained) when Z does not mix
with C' or MZ(S) = MZ1 = Mz, when Z mixes with C'.
5.3. Scope of present work
The necessary and sufficient conditions for minimal reducibility and n.b. mass inequality have beert discussed in 2Z-boson schemes both when no assumption is made
about the underlying Higgs structure and when a specific choice for Higgs structure
is made that results in a natural mass relation which is an exact counterpart to the
2
2
natural mass relation M~(S)
see2 0 w = MW(S)
in the standard model. With an
arbitrary Higgs structure, the necessary and sufficient conditions for reducibility of
vtzhadron and electron-hadron sectors are seen to be a special case of the general
constraints given by Mendez for reducibility of those sectors. It has been pointed
out that these constraints cannot be satisfied over the simple group and therefore
this group does not illustrate the theorem proved by him (Mendez, private communication). Since these constraints are readily satisfied over the direct product group,
this group gives the simplest conceivable illustration of the theorem proved lay him.
The specific choice for the Higgs over the simple g.g. has also been discussed by the
author previously (Soni 1979). There the full group was considered and it was seen
that the specific choice for Higgs and symmetry-breaking pattern not only results in
a natural mass relation but also serves to fix the right-handed assignments for fermions to give them arbitrary masses. (Here the effective weak and electromagnetic
part of the full group is considered and the focus of attention is the natural mass
relation and use is made of its being an exact counterpart to the natural mass relation
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in the standard model.) It had been seen there that (49) and (50) were sufficient for
reducibility ofneutrino-hadron sector ((49) implied that both Z v and Z A contribute
to neutrino n.c. interactions and (50) implied that T pL(R)
h
dependence dropped out
from the sum of their contributions). That thc strength of resulting contributions is
G/V'2 was found to be a direct consequence of the natural mass relation. It is
shown here after some algebra that (49) and (50) are not only the sufficient but also
the necessary conditions because they are equivalent to (24) and (25). It is also
shown that the latter equations may be satisfied not only over a simple group but also
over the direct product group. There arises an important distinction, namely that,
for doing this in the former case the relative strength of Z V- and ZA- mediated
interactions

(Mzv cos 0)-~ : M ZA
-~
has to be adjusted, whereas in the latter case the Y' assignments of Higgs are constrained. Technically speaking, the neutrino-hadron sector in the former (latter)
case is reducible un-naturally (naturally). Deshpande and Iskandor (1979) have
also discussed models based on the direct product group the neutrino-hadron sectors
of which are (naturally) reducible to the standard model. They take (24) and (25)
as their starting point. They have also been led to (54). They go on to discuss in
detail the n.c. predictions in clectron-hadron and v - - e sectors for different choices
o f the Z - - C ' mixing parameter and Y' assignments. There are two significant
differences between this work and their work. First, as has also been said above,
(24) and (25) are found to be applicable as much to the simple group as to the direct
product group. Secondly, a direct consequence of the natural mass relation is the
neutral boson mass inequality given by (34). These points were not noted by those
authors.
The n.b. mass inequality given by (34), in answer to question (2), follows independently of (24) and (25), in answer to question (1). For the simple group, however,
the answers to these two questions may be coupled to imply severer restrictions.
Substituting (50) (in answer to question (1)) irtto the natural mass relation given by
(48) (directly leading to n.b. mass inequality),
M Zv
z c o s ~ 0 ~ p~ M ZA
2

= ½ (,p=-b cos = O)" M~(S).

(60)

This shows that in the scheme based on simple group the masses of neutral gauge
are expressible in terms of mass of neutral boson in the standard model,
gauge coupling constants and p~.
bosons

6. Conclusions

The necessary and sufficient conditions for (minimal) reducibility to (the prediction
of) the standard model of the effective four-fermion interaction (between light fermions) and constraints on masses of Z-bosons (relative to the mass of Z-boson of
standard model) have been discussed in 2Z-boson schemes (based on the simple and
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direct product groups), both with an arbitrary Higgs structure and with a specific
choice for Higgs structure. The following main conclusions are drawn.
(i) When the Higgs structure is arbitrary: Assuming electron-muon universality in
c.e. as well as n.c. interactions and that fermionic T 2, T8 assignments tally with the
standard model, the necessary and sufficient conditions for reducibility o f neutrinohadron and electron-hadron sectors are: (i) both the An2 t e r m s and the A~2 term do
not contribute to the effectiv'e-four-fermion interaction in these sectors (ii) the strength
o f All term tallies with the standard model i.e. All = 1/M~(s). In order that the
obviously sufficient conditions are also the necessary conditions, it is crucial to include
the reducibility of electron-hadron sector simultaneously with that o f neutrinohadron sector. (Inclusion o f purely leptonic neutrino-electron sector implies additional constraints). F r o m A l l = 1/M~ (S), it follows that one o f the two Z-bosons
lies below and the other above the Z-boson of standard model on the mass scale,
unless, in the trivial case of no Z - - C' mixing, the mass o f Z equals M z (s) and that
o f C' is unconstrained. The distinction between the direct product and simple g.g.
is clearcut. The conditions (i) and (ii) can be satisfied for the direct product group
but not for the simple group. The n.b. mass inequality is useful only for the direct
product group. (ii) When a specific choice for Higgs structure is made: The specific
choice results in a natural mass relation, Mll ~ M~V/ (1 -- XW), which is an exact
2
=
counterpart to M~r(S)
see 2 0 W M ~"2 (S) in the standard model. Assuming T 2, T 8
assignments for hadrons tally with the standard model, the necessary and sufficient
conditions for reducibility of neutrino-hadron sector are given by (24) and (25) in
case o f arbitrary mixing. A direct consequence of the natural mass relation is the
n.b. mass inequality: For arbitrary mixing, one Z-boson is above and the other
below the neutral boson of standard model on the mass scale. (The corresponding
statements in the special case of no mixing are also given.)
The distinction between the direct product and simple g.g. is clear. In the f o r m e r
(latter) case, (24) and (25) can be satisfied in a natural (unnatural) m a n n e r by adjusting
the Y' assignments (the relative strengths of Z 1- and Za- mediated reactions).
Whether or not a specific choice for Higgs structure is made, whether or not any
sector other than the neutrino-hadron sector tallies with the standard model, highQ2 experiments can provide a clean test to discriminate any 2Z-boson scheme given
here f r o m the standard model because, in general, there is one neutral boson lighter
thasl the Z-boson o f the standard model as a consequence o f which high-Q 2 effects
will set in earlier than what is expected from the standard model.
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